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Polynesian languages have an extensive and comprehensive nomenclature for fishes. Very full inventories 
of fish names accompanied by reliable scientific identifications have been assembled for a number of 
languages, including Easter Island (Randall and Cea Egana 1984), East Uvea (Rensch 1983), Marquesan 
(Lavondês 1977), Niuatoputapu (Dye 1983), Rapa (Randall and Sinoto 1978), Cook Islands Maori (Bacquie
1977), and Tokelau (Hooper n.d.). The papers by Lavondês and Rensch include valuable discussions of 
classificatory strategies in the languages they investigate.1

The high degree of lexical and semantic correspondence in this domain across the languages of the group is 
attributable to a comparative uniformity in the ichthyological fauna of the tropical South Pacific. Nearly 100 
fish names with scientific identifications at the level of the species, genus or family can be reconstructed for 
PPN. A similar number can be established at the level of PNP, PSO or PEP.

Linnaean taxonomy of fishes and other life forms is based primarily on morphological properties. 
Speakers o f Polynesian languages also classify fishes on this basis. Moreover, the researcher of PN fish 
names gets the impression of a high level of conformity between Polynesian and Linnaean categories, a not 
surprising impression in the light o f discoveries by Bulmer, Berlin and others on the nature of folk 
taxonomies. Linnaeus himself, according to a recent account (Lakoff 1987:35), saw the genus as ‘that level of 
biological discontinuity at which human beings could most easily perceive, agree on, learn, remember and 
name the discontinuities. The genus as a scientific level of classification was set up because it was the most 
psychologically basic level for the purposes of the study of taxonomic biology by human beings’.

Polynesian fish names can be divided into primary lexemes, usually consisting o f one word (and 
sometimes called monomials), for example Tokelauan humu ‘triggerfish’ (Balistidae), and secondary lexemes, 
usually consisting of one of the primary terms plus a qualifying term, for example Tokelauan humu tuākau 
‘black triggerfish’ (Melichthys niger), literally ‘triggerfish of the sea outside the lagoon’. A high proportion of 
monomials denote terminal taxa. The fish taxonomies of individual Polynesian languages show the irregular 
relationship to scientific (Linnaean) classification which is characteristic of folk taxonomies in general (Majnep 
and Bulmer 1978:48; see Bulmer 1974 and Berlin et al. 1974 for a fuller discussion). If we take the primary 
lexemes as representing the ‘folk-generic’ or ‘basic level’ taxonomy, we find that these taxa do not always 
correspond to Linnaean genera. Instead, we have a system in which some primary lexemes correspond to the 
family, some to the genus, and some to species. Other terms correspond closely to English vernacular taxa 
embracing several families or even suborders, such as TOK magō ‘shark’,/# / ‘ray’, or puhi ‘eel’.

Other factors must also be taken into account. With fishes, the most striking morphological differences are 
often found at the taxonomic levels of the family or the species. It seems most likely that for any variety the 
differentiation recognised in the nomenclature will be at the level of most striking perceptual salience, subject, 
however, to another important factor: the degree of economic importance of the species concerned. As several 
observers have commented (for example Dye 1983:260) species that are of little or no significance as a food 
source are not highly differentiated in the lexicon, for example PPN *tifitifi, a term which embraces butterfly 
fishes (Chaetodontidae) and angel fishes (Zanclidae). Conversely, the economically very important families 
Scombridae and Carangidae have basic (monomial) nomenclature at the level of the biological species, with 
further differentiation based on growth stages. These factors are being explored more fully in work in 
progress on Polynesian fish names (Hooper n.d.).

In the case of Proto-Polynesian fish names, lexical reconstructions with a high degree of reliability are 
easily made, with glosses of a rather general kind, such as ‘parrotfish’ or ‘fish sp., member of family 
Labridae'. However, semantic reconstructions that consist of precise scientific identifications pose more 
difficulty, especially ones which are accurate in terms of taxonomic level, because of the nature of the data on 
which semantic reconstruction must be based. An example will make this point clear. The fish name PPN 
*tarja?u has the reflexes given below, with identifications made by researchers in the language areas concerned 
(Lutjanus fulvus and L. vaigiensis are synonyms, the latter term being the one in current use):

TON tanga’u Lutjanus fulvus (= vaigiensis) and other Lutjanus spp.
SAM tagau L. marginatus (probably synonym for L. vaigiensis)
EUV tagau  L. fulvus, L. rufolimentus
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TOK tagau
TAH to’au
TUA tagau
CIM tangau

L. vaigiensis 
L. vaigiensis 
L. bohar
L. bohar, L. fulvus, and L. gibbus.

Whether the PPN term corresponded to a genus, a single species, as in Tokelau, or a group of species 
within one genus, as in the case of CIM and TON, is impossible to determine, although the last alternative 
seems most likely. (The species involved are all yellow, or yellow-red, and this may be a unifying semantic 
factor of the group in some languages.) It is often the case that in any one language, a fish term will be used 
for the one representative of a genus found in that particular habitat; here the distinction between species and 
genus becomes irrelevant. In other cases, a positive identification of a lexeme with a particular species is 
possible.

Out of 80 PPN reconstructions with reliable semantic identifications, it can be said with reasonable 
confidence that 21 correspond to scientific species, 23 to genera, and 6 to higher level groupings. The 
remainder are indeterminate between family and genus, or beween genus and species, for the reasons given 
above.

Faced with such disarray one is led to wonder if the impression of agreement between Polynesian and 
‘scientific’ classification contains a degree of wishful thinking on the part of the investigator. However, if one 
plots the distribution of PN fish names onto tree diagrams representing Linnaean taxa, one finds that in most 
cases their semantic range covers elements that are contiguous on the tree: an entire family or genus, a single 
species, several species of one genus, a genus and some but not all of its sub-species. There are two loci for 
differences between the taxonomies: the basic level of categorisation, represented by the monomial term, and 
the degree of differentiation between species. Overall coherence is maintained in the majority of cases. As an 
example, the names for the members of the genus Lutjanus (family Lutjanidae) found in most parts of the 
language area are given in Table I.

TABLE I 
Lutjanus spp.

I
L.monostignus L.gibbus L.rivulatus L.vaigiensis L.bohar 

I I I I  I
*taaiwa *tarja7u *tarja7u *tarja?u *tarja?u
♦taaea *taaea *sa(a)putu *far)amea

*sa(a)putu

Note: In order to avoid complicating the Table with a mass of language names, I have used the PPN or 
PNP forms of the fish names to indicate that a reflex of this name occurs in one or more languages with 
the identification given. In addition to the identifications given in the Table, most of the fish names also 
occur with glosses such as ‘red snapper’, ‘general name for snapper’, ‘red emperor’, or ‘L. fulvus and 
other snapper spp.’ The terms which are identified most consistently with a single species are *faip.mea 
L. bohar, and *taaiwa L. monostignus.

Against this background, certain examples stand out which flout the Linnaean system of categorisation. A 
basic-level fish name is applied to two or more species from different families or even sub-orders of fishes, in 
a categorisation based on habitat or behavioural patterns. An example of the latter is PPN *talitali?uli, widely 
reflected as the term for remora (Echeneis naucrates, family Echeneidae) but frequently applied also to pilot 
fish (Naucrates ductor, family Scom bridae). These are Perciform fish of different families and markedly 
different appearance, but united in their close association with sharks. For Tongan teliteli’uli Churchward 
gives the gloss ‘pilot fish’. Dye includes the same form (identifiable as a Tongan word from its phonological 
form) in his list of Niuatoputapu fishes, but with the gloss ‘remora’. The entry for talitaliuli in the Tokelau 
Dictionary reads ‘Fish parasites which include the pilot fish (Naucrates ductor), cleaner-fish or paradise fish 
(Labroides dimidiatus) and the teletelevakaniu2 or suckerfish (Echeneis naucrates).’

The fish name which is the subject of this paper, palu, denotes a number of fish species which inhabit very 
deep water and are caught by long-line fishing. Berlin, quoted in Lakoff (1987:37) mentions the occurrence 
in folk taxonomies of ‘functional basic-level categorisation, which adds in factors to do with culture and 
specialised training’. Lakoff himself stresses the importance of such factors, which he terms ‘interactional’ 
properties, in basic-level categorisation. He might have referred to an early and famous analysis of just such a 
category, Ralph Bulmer’s ‘Why Is the Cassowary Not a Bird?’ (1967). It seems likely that 'palu' in 
Polynesian is a straightforward example of a category which is defined by an interactional property: the fishing

L. kasmira 
I

*sawane
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strategies devised to exploit the possibilities of a particular habitat, 1200 to 2000 feet below the surface of the 
sea.

It should be made clear before proceeding further that lpa lu ’ is not what Cecil Brown (1984:10) calls a 
‘special purpose folk category’, i.e. a term such as ‘farm animal’ or ‘desert shrub’, which groups together 
independently named species under an ecological label. In other words, palu  is not simply equivalent to 
‘deep-sea fish’. Polynesian languages have such terms, for example TOK ika o te namo ‘lagoon fish’, or ika
o te moana ‘ocean fish’, but species included in those categories have their own names.

Reflexes of *palu occur as primary lexemes and as the first term in secondary lexemes. The difference 
between the two is in general associated with two different fishing strategies. The primary lexeme palu  refers 
to the oil fish Ruvettus pretiosus (family Gempylidae). Ruvettus fishing takes place at night, in deep water 
some distance from the reef. Not all Polynesian communities have access to a marine environment suitable for 
the specialised techniques involved. As depths of up to 400 metres at some distance from the shore provide 
the best catches, sheltered lee shore fishing grounds are essential. The techniques and equipment employed, 
including the distinctive large, triangular wooden hooks (TOK, PUK kau, TUV lou palu, CIM toka) have 
been described in some detail in Kennedy (1931), Nordhoff (1930), Beaglehole and Beaglehole (1938) and 
Bacquie (1977). Tokelauan manuscript accounts agree closely in all significant details.

The following short excerpt is from a description by Hosea Kirifi, a Tokelauan school teacher and 
experienced fisherman:

There are certain places in the ocean 50 to 100 yards from the shore, where palu are always caught. The 
depth can be from 100 to 150 fathoms. When a fisherman decides to go out palu fishing, he will get his 
gear ready and then he will go out in a good canoe with his chosen crew to any of the places where the 
palu is usually caught. . . He can try at a certain depth, then another. . . While he is doing this, he is 
singing his fakanau or the fisherman’s wish. Here is one of the most common fakanau :

Palu e, tū mai kua ao Palu approach, it is nearly daylight.
Ol he ika mata pupula. You are a fish with big shining eyes.
Tafatafa mai ki lau tauga Come close to your basket of food.
O! kae tulina le pula. Come, chase the phosphorescence!

Daytime fishing of comparable depths, but closer to the reef edge, produces a number of species referred to 
by binomials, in which the primary lexeme palu  is qualified by another referring to colour, shape or, most 
frequently, another common fish species which the palu  happens to resemble. In Tokelau this type of fishing 
is known as m akom ako, and in Pukapuka as tuku moana. The description given in Beaglehole and 
Beaglehole (1938) tallies closely with Tokelauan accounts of the technique:

Tuku moana fishing is deep-sea hand-line fishing up to about 300 fathoms and involves the use of a 
special composite fishing apparatus (taumakomako) consisting of four or more hooks fixed by spreaders 
to a single line. . . The hooks . . .  are baited with dead malolo (flying fish) or other dead bait. The 
taumakomako is lowered over the side of the canoe and line paid out until it is felt that the sinker has 
touched bottom; it is then heaved up a few feet. When the first fish is felt, the line is hauled in a little.
This is repeated until all hooks have caught fish, when the whole apparatus is pulled to the surface. A 
strong fisherman is required to pull up the apparatus, weighted down with fish, from a depth of 200 
fathoms to the surface with sufficient speed to avoid losing the fish to sharks. . . The deep water fish 
caught by the tuku moana method are: palu mumu, palu wutu, palu ave, palu paniwi, palu matapula, 
palu malau, palu una, palu tavatava, palu ulua, palu komuli, palu kakai, and palu katakata (Beaglehole 
and Beaglehole 1938: 65-6)

An account by an elderly Tokelauan fisherman refers to ‘six or eight fishhooks’, bait of wahoo, horse-eye 
jack, skipjack, or ‘any fish which is good as bait’, and a depth of 200 fathoms or so:

When the line touches bottom, haul it back about 2 or 3 fathoms, then let it down again, and paying 
close attention you will observe when the hooks are being taken by fish; then pull it in 2 fathoms and set 
the line again. The fisherman will know when the afo [i.e. the apparatus] is full, and will haul it up. As 
you are pulling it up, the line should come fast. It’s heavy at some moments, light at others. Then 
suddenly it is impossible to haul up, a shark has grabbed it; when it comes up, two or three fish have 
been bitten in two by sharks.

It is possible that this is the same as the type of angling called tau loloto in Niuatoputapu (Dye 1983:250), 
although Dye gives no detailed description of the tackle used. Information from other areas is not available at 
the present time.
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The word palu  thus embraces a major discontinuity. Ruvettus pretiosus, the oilfish, or, more aptly, the 
castor-oil fish, is a notable species on account of its large size and homy scales, and also the quality of its 
flesh, which is an opaque pure white and permeated with a fine oil which has a laxative effect. This fish may 
also be referred to by a binomial (TOK, NIU palu pō, NIU palu sehi, PUK palu taeyi, TOK palu gatae, palu  
tupua, TUV palu lavenga, palu fala, and TIK paru fāra).

The group of palu  which are caught by the daytime technique comprises a number of other species, most 
notably the following deep-water snappers:

Aphareusfurcatus ‘small toothed jobfish’
Etelis carbunculus ‘squirrel fish snapper’ or ‘short-tailed red snapper’
Pristipomoid.es argyrogrammicus ‘big-eyed snapper’
Tropidinius zonatus ‘ flower snapper’.

Although certain binomials recur, any attempt to establish a proto-lexeme for one of these varieties must 
founder on the bewildering array of minor semantic shifts that occur. For example, reflexes of *palu  
sega(sega) occur in TUV, for Aphareus spp., in TOK for T. zonatus, in PUK for P. argyrogrammicus, and 
in NTP (not identified). The physical similarity of these species, which are all in the pink to yellow colour 
range and have a maximum length of three feet, must also raise the possibility of confusion by informants, as 
well as by researchers who may not be trained ichthyologists. For TUV, palu malau Git. ‘palu resembling a 
soldierfish’) is identified as E. carbunculus in Taumaia and Gentle 1982, and as T. zonatus in the Besnier 
dictionary. All palu  have the large eyes typical of fish which live in deep water where light is poor.

The name palu  is recorded for certain other deep water species in some languages (source of identification 
is given in brackets):

Sharks
TOK palu magō ‘a species of huge oily shark of which the flesh resembles that of the oilfish’ [Tokelau 
Dictionary]
TUV palu mango  ‘a shark resembling a “hammer-head” but it has certain points in common with the 
palu , one of which is the depth at which it is caught’ [Kennedy 1931: 36]
PUK palu  mango ‘a large deep-sea shark, with very soft bones and flesh, grows up to 18 feet long, 
rarely comes to the surface’ [Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938]
KAP balu hogoulu [Lieber and Dikepa 1974]
Serranidae
NIU palu pusi ‘Snakeskin sea bass Epinephelus morrhua ’ [Mead 1980] 

palu malau ‘grouper Saloptia powelli' [Mead 1980]
TUV palu paatuki Epinephelus truncatus [Besnier 1981]
TAHpalu hoa ‘Orange rock cod E. truncatus' [Bagnis et al. 1972]
Carangidae
NIU palu sikava Seriola rivoliana ‘Amber jack’ [Mead 1980]
PUK palu komuli Seriola purpurascens

palu ulua ‘a giant carangoid’ [Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938]
Scombridae
PUK palu tavatava ‘a large albacone’ [Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938]
TUV palu  ‘Spanish mackerel Scomberomerus commerson' [Taumaia and Gentle 1982]

In addition, numerous binomials are recorded with glosses like ‘kind of fish’, or ‘species of deep-water 
fish’. Beaglehole and Beaglehole (1938:29) give eighteen kinds of palu. Only four are given precise scientific 
identifications, although most are assigned to a vernacular category such as grouper. In many cases the 
attributive term denotes a type of fish which the deep-water variety presumably resembles, for example palu 
yue ‘giant balloon fish’, cf. yue ‘balloon fish’ Arothron meleagris.

A list o f reflexes of PPN *palu and their meanings in different Polynesian languages is given in the 
Appendix.

THE MEANING OF PPN *palu
In constructing a semantic history hypothesis in order to establish a meaning, in this case a scientific 

identification, for a proto-lexeme, one follows the same criteria as one uses for establishing the proto-lexemes 
themselves. For example if reflexes of PPN *tarja ?u denote Lutjanus spp. in a Tongic language and one or 
more Nuclear Polynesian languages, one is justified in reconstructing the meaning ‘Lutjanus spp.’ for the 
PPN term. The more widely reflected the combination of lexeme and meaning, in terms of both subgroups 
and individual languages, the better supported is the semantic reconstruction.

One may with complete confidence reconstruct the meaning ‘deep-water fish species’ for *palu. To what 
extent can we take the further step of specifying the particular varieties of deep water fish denoted by this 
term? Since secondary lexemes of which the first term is palu  denote the four deep-water snapper species
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listed above in such a wide variety of languages, including Niue, we can confidently reconstruct these 
identifications.

The reconstruction of the meaning ‘Ruvettus pretiosus’ is more problematic. Taking linguistic data only 
into account, it rests on the occurrence of this meaning in NIU, a Tongic language, and a number of Nuclear 
PN languages: TOK, TUV and PUK. It is further supported by the fact that the binomial palu p ō  ‘night palu’ 
occurs in both NIU and TOK. However, it also hinges upon the question of whether the proto-Polynesians 
knew how to catch this fish. Severance (1986) points out the difficulties involved in ‘extrapolating historically 
known techniques to the past’, and on the other hand, the danger of assuming the non-existence of a fishing 
technique because of the lack of archaeological evidence.

Anell (1955: 235-6) documented the distribution of ruvettus hooks in the Pacific, and his ethnological 
evidence agrees with the linguistic data in pointing to a tradition of ruvettus fishing on Niue and a number of 
islands where Nuclear Polynesian languages are spoken, and where the word for ruvettus is palu. But the 
question of whether this tradition was actually practised by the proto-Polynesians or was a more recent 
development cannot be settled by linguistic and ethnological evidence alone. We must allow for the 
possibility of independent semantic shift in different languages as the range of possible referents of palu  was 
extended to accommodate the knowledge and exploitation of additional deep water species. The data cited 
above show how readily the term palu  is applied to other deepwater species that are caught in a particular 
environment with the same or similar techniques.

Work by Johannes on Palau, Yen and Gordon on Anuta, and Severance on Losap Atoll indicates that the 
presence of ruvettus fishing strategies depends on a number of factors, which include: the appropriate type of 
deep-water habitat, and the actual presence of ruvettus in that habitat (Johannes 1981:118 fn.); ocean-going 
canoe technology of sufficient sophistication (cf. Dye 1983:249-50); and social conditions favouring the 
continued transmission of the complex skills involved (cf. Severance 1986:38-9). Anell sees ruvettus fishing 
as a likely development and extension of deep-water shark fishing techniques, and the ruvettus hook as a 
modification of the large wooden shark hook, adapted to the mouth shape of the ruvettus and its characteristic 
method of taking the bait (Anell 1955:235-7). Leach and Ward (1981:95-6) in attempting to account for the 
surprising fact that ‘Kapingamarangi fishermen do not now, and never did, know how to catch this valuable 
fish’, give a useful summary of the perplexing factors involved in the distribution of the technique.

Only archaeological evidence of the existence of ruvettus fishing at a sufficiently early date can 
unequivocally answer the question. This evidence has not been forthcoming and may never be, owing to the 
low archaeological visibility of the technique. The hooks being of wood were perishable, and Severance 
suggests that ‘if the bones are as oily and soft as they are described. . . , then they would be less likely to 
appear in midden’. It is clear from linguistic evidence that not only the proto-Polynesians, but also the even 
earlier Lapita culture, exploited the full range of marine habitats with appropriate fishing techniques (Walter 
1988:116-17) even if ‘the development of these methods in diverse ways throughout the area, but especially in 
the Solomons and Eastern Polynesia, is a more recent phenomenon’ (Green 1986:132).

In the opinion of Roger Green (personal communication), the technique was probably a late Samoic-Outlier 
innovation, developed in the region of Tuvalu, Tokelau and Pukapuka. From Tuvalu it spread westward to the 
Outliers, and from Pukapuka south to the Southern Cook Islands and the Australs.3 As Anell and Nordhoff 
have pointed out, it was Austral Island fishermen who introduced the technique to Tahiti, possibly since 
European contact, from where it spread to the Tuamotus and Easter Island. The method reached Hawaii from 
the Gilbert Islands (cf. also Anell 1955:236). There is thus a strong, if unproven, case that in PPN the word 
*palu had the restricted semantic range that it has today in areas where ruvettus fishing is not practised, such as 
Samoa.

Given the likelihood that ruvettus was a late addition to the category ‘palu ’, we can make two observations 
of linguistic interest. The first concerns the naming strategies that are applied when previously unknown 
species are encountered. Lexical innovations in fish nomenclature are common at all levels of the Polynesian 
language family. The ruvettus is a most singular creature and on the grounds of its perceptual salience might 
seem to have warranted a name of its own. It is something of a puzzle that Polynesian speakers chose to lump 
it with the other deep-water species known as palu.

The second observation concerns the nature of the category that resulted. In a detailed study of salmonid 
fish nomenclature in Indo-European, A.R. Diebold comments that ‘when a cognitively categorized semantic 
domain is disturbed by introduction of a conceptual novelty, the associated lexically structured word-fields 
undergo perturbations’ (Diebold 1985:4). We can surmise that the history of the word palu  has been 
associated with such perturbations. It seems likely that the original referent of the term was the group of 
deep-water snappers found in so many PN languages with this name. As such it was no different from other 
folk generics that denote a group of related species, such as humu ‘triggerfish’ and the various secondary 
lexemes which incorporate this term. As noted above, the four snapper species are similar in appearance and 
quite closely related phylogenetically. The initial ‘perturbations’ in this lexical domain occurred with the
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tendency to bestow the name palu  upon other fish caught with the same techniques and in a similar habitat; it 
was at this point that interactional factors replaced perceptual similarity as the defining criteria for the category 
'palu’. A Anther perturbation must have occurred with the discovery and naming of the ruvettus. In at least 
one language with the full range of meanings for palu , Tokelauan, there is no doubt that the primary referent 
of the monomial term is Ruvettus pretiosus. In the absence of a disambiguating context, a reference to palu  
will be interpreted as meaning ‘oilfish’. Both the effort and skill involved in the method of angling, and the 
size and grandeur of the catch, ensure that ruvettus is p a lu  par excellence. Yet ruvettus has few 
morphological features in common with the snapper varieties also known as palu. It is generally assumed that 
focal members of a category have more of the features associated with that category than do more peripheral 
members. So the sparrow is a better example of the category ‘bird’ than is the emu, both because of its size 
and its ability to fly. However in the case of ‘palu ’ we have a folk zoological category of which the single best 
exemplar or focal member shares fewer distinguishing morphological features with other members of the 
category than those more peripheral members share with one another. Only when we recognise the 
interactional nature of the category, and the fact that ruvettus is the most valued product of the type of 
interaction concerned, long-line deep-sea fishing, can we understand its focal status.
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KEY TO LANGUAGE NAME ABBREVIATIONS

TON Tonga TIK Tikopia
NIU Niue- ANU Anuta
EUV East Uvea MAE Emae
EFU East Futuna MEF Mele Fila
SAM Samoa WFU West Futuna
TOK Tokelau WUV West Uvea
TUV Tuvalu EAS Easter Island (Rapanui)
PUK Pukapuka HAW Hawaii
NUK Nukuoro MQS Marquesas
KAP Kapingamarangi TAH Tahiti
LUA Luangiua TUA Tuamotu
SIK Sikaiana CIM Cooks Islands Maori
REN Rennell and Bellona MAO New Zealand Maori

NOTES

1. A number of the studies referred to above were done by, or with the assistance of, ichthyologists. My own work 
on Tokelauan, and Rensch’s on Uvean, involved working with experienced middle-aged fishermen, and referring 
to the colour photographs and drawings in several excellent books, in particular Bagnis et al. 1972 and 
Fourmanoir and Laboute 1976. In some cases actual specimens were compared with the photographs, in other 
cases the informants simply drew on their knowledge of the fish. Zoologists are inclined to adopt a cautious if 
not downright critical attitude to this procedure, which is adopted by many linguists and anthropologists in the 
field. In fact it is perfectly satisfactory for the kind of task undertaken here, for the following reasons. Firstly, 
many of the most important species are so very distinctive that confusion will not occur, for example *manini 
Acanthurus triostegus. Secondly, the species liable to confusion are likely to be extremely closely related, with 
the further possibility that they are associated with different habitats. As an example, the deepwater snapper 
Tropidinius zonatus ‘flower snapper’ has been identified in Tahiti by Bagnis et al., where it has the name paru 
ta’ape\ it has also been identified in Tuvalu, by the South Pacific Commission survey, with the name palu 
savane. In the Niue survey, two Tropidinius species were caught, T. zonatus and T. argyrogrammicus, both with 
the English vernacular name ‘flower snapper’ and the Niuean name palu heahea. A possible confusion between 
these two species on the part of researcher or informant in another island community is not going to upset the 
reconstruction ‘Tropidinius spp., including T. zonatus’. A greater source of difficulty originates with the 
zoologists themselves. This is the constant revision of fish taxonomy and nomenclature, with the result that 
scientific names encountered by the researcher sometimes turn out to be synonyms, and not the names of 
different species. Moreover, as Diebold (1985:16-18) points out, species can be polymorphic, different habitats 
leading to the development of markedly different eco-types. There are even attested cases in which such an eco
type has been mistakenly identified by ichthyologists as a distinct species.
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2. To my knowledge, this fish name is not attested elsewhere.
3. Eastern Polynesian societies which fish for ruvettus do not however use the name palu, which has been replaced 

by an innovation within EP, the form *kuravena. The only possible contender that I am aware of is TUA pāruhi 
(see Appendix).
The lexeme *palu has been affected by some novel semantic shifts in Eastern Polynesian languages. In many 
Tuamotu dialects, it is the generic term for fish, replacing ika (Stimson 1964). Tahitian paru is polysemous; in 
addition to denoting a number of snapper varieties, it can mean ‘chum’, i.e. loose bait scattered to attract fish, a 
technique much used in several kinds of Polynesian fishing. Note also Hawaiian palu ‘a relish made of head or 
stomach of fish . . .  fish bait made of fish head or stomach, also used for chumming. Ka palu, a bailer with palu 
bait in it, said deprecatingly of ordinary food’ (Pukui and Elbert 1971:288). However, these Tahitian and 
Hawaiian meanings may be related to the homonymous PPN *palu ‘mix, blend together’.
The Hawaiian word for ruvettus is walu, which at first glance appears to be a reflex of PPN *walu. However, 
elsewhere in Polynesia this term denotes the Scombrid Gymnosarda unicolor ‘dog-tooth tuna’. This represents a 
very marked semantic shift. Given the probable late introduction of ruvettus fishing from the Gilbert Islands, it 
seems unlikely that HAW walu is a directly-inherited reflex of *palu. The Gilbertese words for ruvettus are te 
ikanenea 'polite name’, and te ikanibeka ‘descriptive name’ (i.e. making reference to the laxative properties of the 
fish (Lobel 1978)). However Gilbertese have long been familiar with the Tuvaluan term palu, and it seems not 
implausible that this is the source of HAW walu, with an irregular change in the initial bilabial consonant.
In New Zealand Maori, paru has the meaning ‘deep’, antonymous with pipipi ‘shallow’ (Williams 1957).
An oddity which must be mentioned is the recent Easter Island lexical innovation for ruvettus, konsome, a 
functional-interactional term ‘taking its origin from the consomme made from the flesh of Ruvettus’ (Randall 
and Cea Egafia 1984:6-7).

APPENDIX: REFLEXES OF PPN *palu:

1. Ruvettus pretiosus. Non-cognate terms in brackets [ ]. A gap (____) indicates that no term for Ruvettus exists
in the language, according to currently available sources.
TON____, NIU palu, palu p<5, palu tehī, EUV____, EFU____, SAM____, TOK palu, palu pō, palu gatae,

palu tupua, TUV palu, palu maoni ‘true palu, which include palu fala, palu lavenga, PUK palu, palu taeyi, palu
kilitala, palu walu, NUK____, KAP____, TAK no data, LUA no data, SIK no data, REN____, TIK paru fara,
ANU____, MAE____, MEF____, WFU____, WUV____, EAS [uravena (< Tahitian)], [konsome (< French
consomme)], HAW [valu], MQS____, TAH [’uravena], TUA Ipāruhi ‘a variety of fish, the ruvettus oilfish’
(Anaa Is.), [kuravena], C\M[kuravena\, MAO____.

2. Other deep-water varieties. Non-inclusion of a language name indicates that no reflex has been found in that 
language.

TON palu ‘k. fish’, tuku palu ‘to angle for palu in a certain way (as practised mainly by the people of Niua Fo’ou)’ 
(Churchward 1959).

NIU palu fagamea ‘Etelis carbunculus’, palu hahave ‘Aphareus furcatus’, palu heahea ‘Tropidinius zonatus and T. 
argyrogrammicus’, palu pusi ‘Epinephelus morrhua’, palu malau ‘Saloptia powelli’, palu sikava ‘Seriola 
rivoliand (Mead 1980).

EUV palukavakava ‘Plectorhynchus orientalis (Pomadasyidae)' (Rensch 1983).
EFU palu kava ‘Nom d’un poisson qui meurt en s’approchant de la surface de l’eau’ (Rensch 1986).
NTP palu ‘snapper’, including palu hengahenga, palu malau, palu mutumutu, palu tea, palu tonga, palu uli (Dye 

1983).
SAM palu ‘fish (Aphareus sp.) up to 3 ft long’ (Milner 1966).
TOK palu utu, palu malau ‘P. argyrogrammicus’, palu hega T. zonatus’, palu vakaalo ‘A. furcatus’, palu loa ‘E. 

carbunculus’, palu magō ‘shark sp.’ (Hooper in press).
TUV palusega ‘Aphareus rutilans , palu malau ‘Etelis carbunculus and E. coruscans’, palu matu ‘Pristipomoides 

filamentosus rosy jobfish’,pa/w ‘Scomberomerus commerson , palu kanane ‘Promethichthys prometheus snake 
mackerel’ (Taumaia and Gentle 1982), palu paatuki ‘Epinephelus truncatus’ (Besnier), palu makau 
‘Pristipomoides s p p palu palagi ‘Neothunnus macropterus Yellowfin tuna’, palu gatala ‘Plectropomus 
lanceolatus ‘ (Zann 1980).

PUK palu ave ‘perhaps a grouper’, palu kakai ‘Sarda chilensis’, palu katakata ‘giant deep-sea spotted grouper’, palu 
komuli ‘Seriola purpurascens’, palu malau ‘large deep-sea malau', palu mango ‘large deep-sea shark’, palu 
matapula ‘large deep-sea fish of the malau family’ (malau: ‘M yripristis sp.’), palu mumu 'Monotaxis 
grandocuius’, palu paniwi ‘a large deep-sea paniwi fish’ (paniwi: ‘Beryx sp.’), palu tavatava ‘a large albacore’, 
palu tuna ‘a giant red grouper’, palu yiloa ‘a giant yiloa fish’ (yiloa: ‘Aprion virescens’, but cf. my own 
informants’ identifications), palu yue ‘the giant balloon fish’ (yue: ‘Tetradon sp.’), palu uli ‘giant uli' (uli: ‘a 
large red mullet with red lateral fin. . . (‘Upeneus”?)'), palu ulua ‘a giant Carangoid’, palu wutu ‘a giant fish 
similar to the paniwi’ (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:29). My own informants gave the following 
identifications: palu mūmū ‘A. furcatus , palu yengayenga ‘P. argyrogrammicus’, palu memea ‘E. carbunculus,’ 
palu wutu ‘Aprion virescens grey jobfish’. The last-named species is widely known in Polynesia and referred to 
almost everywhere else as utu < *(PPN hitu).
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NUK balu ‘fish sp.’ (Carroll and Soulik 1973).
KAP balu hagaanga ‘fish sp.’, balu hogoulu ‘shark sp.’ (hogoulu: general term for shark) (Lieber and Dikepa 1974).
TIK paru ‘Category of large sea fish of reddish colour, of several types, incl. Golden-lined Sea Perch (Gnathodentex 

areolineatus)', Snapper (Lutjanus sp.)’. . .  paru fongateakau (prob. Plectorhynchus sp.). Types locally recognised 
incl.: paru maire, paru mokivi, paru ngatāra, paru pakumā, paru tukuku, paru pūra, paru vero, and in night 
fishing: paru mutu, paru nefunefu, paru ngafu, paru tea, paru tata . . .  paru feata, paru umu (Firth 1985).

ANU paru ngatara ‘Maori rock cod, Epinephelus undulatostriatus’ (Lincoln n.d.).
HAW (See Footnote 3).
TAH paru ‘A.furcatus’.paru i’ihi ‘E. carbunculus (i’ih i: ‘Myripristis spp. soldierfish and squirrelfish’),/w w utu ‘P. 

argyrogrammicus , paru ta’ape T. zonatus , paru hoa ‘E. truncatus (Bagnis et al. 1972).
RAPA paru 'Pristipomoides sp.’ (Randall & Sinoto 1978).
TUA paru1 fish, the generic term in most of the islands’; paru2 ‘a variety of fish . . .  Seriola purpurascens' (cf. PUK 

above). (See also Footnote 3).
CIM paru ‘deepwater snapper spp. as elsewhere, but also including Aprion virescens and Lethrinus variegatus 

(Bacquie 1977. No binomials recorded).
MAO (See Footnote 3).
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ANIMALS AS METAPHORS IN ROTUMAN SAYINGS

Alan Howard and Jan Rensel 
University of Hawaii

INTRODUCTION
Ralph Bulmer’s research into the role of animals in Karam culture stands as a landmark in anthropology. 

Few others have examined the human-animal interface in such breadth, or paid such attention to detail. This 
paper is inspired by Bulmer’s achievements, although its goals are far more modest. We explore the roles 
animals play in Rotuman sayings, and the ways in which they reflect Rotuman cultural values and attitudes. 
We then compare Rotuman sayings with collections from Samoa and Hawaii, with the aim of exploring the 
possibilities for developing a comparative framework. Our goal is to contribute, in however small a fashion, 
to an understanding of the ways in which human beings use their knowledge of the natural world in 
constructing a meaningful social existence.

The sayings used as the basis for this paper were compiled by Elsapeti Inia, a retired Rotuman school 
teacher and a remarkable woman. She was the first Rotuman woman to be educated as a teacher and enjoyed a 
long, distinguished career. She is a student o f Rotuman culture and has written a number of stories and 
lessons in the Rotuman language for the schools. Mrs Inia compiled a typed list of some 458 sayings, along 
with their explanations in Rotuman, and graciously gave us a copy. She then spent many mornings over a 
period of weeks going over them with us, one by one, explaining their use and clarifying ambiguities.1

ANIMALS IN ROTUMAN LIFE
Rotuma is located at 12° 3 S . latitude and 177 ° 40' E. longitude, some 300 miles north of Fiji, with which 

it is politically affiliated. The island is of volcanic origin, with the highest craters rising to heights of 850 feet. 
It is divided into two main parts joined by an isthmus of sand, forming a total configuration about 8 miles long 
along an east-west axis. At its widest the island is nearly 3 miles across. The total land area is approximately


